
 
     CBD Strain Review 17th April 2019  

CBD STRAIN: CBD OG Sky Walker 
CBD CONTENT: 14% 
THC CONTENT: -0.1% 
TL;DR: Great CBD smoke!  
OVERALL SCOREl: 977/100 
 

● Grown indoor 
● Legal hemp variety 
● Unique genetic makeup  
● UK dispatched 
● Sourced from EU hemp 

● Taste: 8/10 
● Smell:6/10 
● Bag appeal: 9/10 
● Overall: 9/10 
● Note: *LOW THC 

 

CBD OG Sky Walker @  budcbd.co.uk 

These CBD buds have medium-sized dense round light olive green nugs with dark orange hairs 

and undertones. These CBD nugs have a layer of milky white trichomes and sweet sticky CBD 

resins. Seeing as these flowers are virtually thc free the relaxing effects of Skywalker OG come 

on after just a few tokes. Our customers can taste the best experience possible.  

 

About skywalker OG flowers  
Also known as Skywalker OG Kush, this strain boasts a powerful THC count, with peak 

 

https://cbd-shatter-uk.myshopify.com/collections/cbd-flowers/products/template-reduced-cbd-hemp-flowers
https://budcbd.co.uk/


 

 

measurements in the 26% range. Even the lower side, which hovers around 20%, isn’t for 

beginners, as it offers an intense high that comes on quickly.If you are embarking on the 

sometimes rigorous journey that is attached to growing OG Kush weed, here are some facts 

about this strain.  

● OG Kush has an 8-9 week flowering period | This is pretty average in comparison to 

other strains; indoors is the most suitable location for growing OG Kush, but make sure 

to keep your environment and climate extremely controlled. 

Users describe the Skywalker OG high as one that’s fast-acting and heavily sedating, putting 

the body in an utterly relaxed state accompanied with a head-in-the-clouds euphoric high that 

fades into a deep and peaceful sleep upon the Spicy herbal and diesel notes best describe 

Skywalker OG, as it’s a pungent strain that tastes almost exactly as it smells. Nugs are round 

and a deep olive green, yet are offset by wiry pistils and dense white trichomes. CBD OG Sky 

Walker CBD Flower is named because of that delicious smell it omits! With not only a nice small 

but the earthy sweet taste is something to behold. We get a chance to review a lot of new CBD 

strains and this is one of our favorites of 2018. It produces mellow feeling when brewed as a 

tea. Think about this strain as a vacation from your worries and the key to getting a good night’s 

sleep. Individuals who struggle with poor appetite can also find much-needed help from 

Skywalker OG. Slightly temperamental, yet worth the effort it takes, this strain has a moderately 

difficult time being grown at home. A dank and potent strain, Skywalker OG offers a super 

relaxed high with a nice blend of hybrid effects. An indica-dominant beauty that weighs in at 

85/15, it’s the lovechild of Skywalker and OG Kush. Like its namesake, it will bring strong kush 

attributes and leave you feeling like you’re in the clouds for hours. 

Reviews:  Overall score: 977/100 

● SMELL: ● 8/10 
 



 

 

● TASTE: ● 8/10 

● NAMES: ● cbd bud  
● cbd hemp flowers 
● cbd weed uk 

● LOOKS ● Green in colour 

● SMELL: ● Citrus, Earthy, Tasty 

● PHOTO: 

 

  

With hemp flowers now legal to sell in their UK due to the 0.2% THC levels, its important to keep 

an eye on the new CBD strains hitting the UK market. CBD weed is different from “illegal skunk 

weed” The CBD variety produces mellow feeling when brewed as a tea. We are delighted to 

bring to you our hand-selected CBD flower, the aim is to provide our customers with the best 

experience possible. Buy CBD Flowers UK  

 

REVIEWS 

If you have read this far, you must really love us, thanks for being a fan. Our CBD flowers isn't a 

short term venture, we’re in it for the long haul! We want you to come along for the ride: 

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOCZN3VSpK0 

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFHIs1vD6l4 

 

https://budcbd.co.uk/
https://budcbd.co.uk/cbd-flowers#!/tproduct/134408114-1536956468512
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOCZN3VSpK0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFHIs1vD6l4


 

 

If you have read this far, you must really love us, thanks for being a fan. Our CBD flowers isn't a 

short term venture, we’re in it for the long haul! We want you to come along for the ride. Due to 

these potent indica effects, Skywalker OG is a go-to strain for people seeking relief from 

conditions such as chronic stress, pain due to injury or illness, cramping, and mild to moderate 

cases of depression. 

ABOUT US;  
Our organic flowers have all been through the most sophisticated processing procedures 
of drying, hand trimming and curing for the finest possible product.  
 
All of our CBD buds are guaranteed GMO and Pesticide free sourced from the most reputable 

growing in the U.S and Europe. 

 Whether it’s due to an injury or disease, your body will savor temporary relief with this strain. 

Since you’ll have a hard time analyzing much, it’s perfect for those who suffer from extreme 

stress, anxiety, and depression. Whether you’re about to watch a Star Wars marathon in your 

living room or you just need some quiet time in bed before drifting into a deep and relaxing night 

of sleep, Skywalker OG should be your go-to when you want to check out from reality. 

● Blog post 1 What’s the best CBD strain  

● Blog post 2 How to use CBD flowers? 

● Blog post  3 Cbd flowers, legal? 

● Blog post 4 THC or CBD what’s the difference?  

hand trimming and curing for the finest possible product.  
 
 
 
 

 

https://cbd-shatter-uk.myshopify.com/blogs/news/how-much-vitamin-d-do-you-need-per-day
https://cbd-shatter-uk.myshopify.com/blogs/news/how-much-vitamin-d-do-you-need-per-day
https://cbd-shatter-uk.myshopify.com/blogs/news/how-much-vitamin-d-do-you-need-per-day
https://cbd-shatter-uk.myshopify.com/blogs/news/how-much-vitamin-d-do-you-need-per-day


 

 

HIGH-GRADE CBD HEMP FLOWERS UK 

The UK’s widest variety of CBD flower products including a range of exciting strains, flavors and 

relaxation qualities to suit all our cherished users. Its important to ensure optimal conditions for 

your CBD herb for the best possible smoking/vaporizing experience, that’s why use high-grade 

food packaging for extended curing periods. We also have pots available to keep your CBD buds 

in nothing but the best conditions. CBD dispensary in Britain. Hemp flowers, next day delivery. 

Whatever your want BUD CBD is sure to have what you need. 
 

ARE CBD HEMP BUDS LEGAL IN THE UK? 

CBD herbal products are perfectly legal in the UK if they adhere to the UK/EU legislation of under 

0.2% THC. All our CBD buds contain less than the legal limit.  CBD flowers produced through the 

safest and cleanest procedure from start to finish. 

 

Thank you;  
If you have read this far you must really love CBD flowers!  

 

 

Lucy Colding Marketing Specialist at CBD FLOWERS LONDON 

 
hello@budcbd.co.uk 
BUDCBD.CO.UK  
020 3677 5519  
London 
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